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THE MISSOULANTHROPE
Hey, wanna hang out?
By Conrad Scheid

So there’s a boy (or girl — I’ll stick to third-person plural
from now on to avoid all the PC weirdness). You like them — in
that way — for any number of reasons.
But instead of being direct, you feel the need to act casual
about the whole thing. After all, what if the feeling’s not reciprocal? So you sidle into their life, with small kindnesses and a
shower of attention. Sure, tea sounds great — I can buy. Wow,
you’re a great cook.
A couple months later, the two of you are good friends.
You’re “hanging out.” But neither of you are any more sure
about your feelings for each other. The silence surrounding the
topic of your emotions is self-reinforcing, built upon the doubt
created by the fact that neither of you has made a move. In the
worst cases, alcohol is at least considered a tool for discovering
the truth. I can’t even begin to express how unhealthy that is —
nor should I have to.
I’ve watched (and occasionally participated in) this story
countless times since moving to Missoula. Maybe it’s just the
people I hang out with — they tend to lean toward the introverted side of the scale — but my hunch says it’s part of a wider
culture of indirectness and non-confrontation.
Whether it’s colleagues, friends or love interests, passivity
and casualness are the order of the day. Don’t let people know
you’re angry, or infatuated, or whatever emotion you’re actually experiencing and you’ll have greater control of the situation.
Even the most outwardly direct of the dating world, men
who subscribe to the incredibly demeaning practice of “game
theory,” are an example of this: An outward appearance of disinterest and apathy created so they can better manipulate people. Keep your cards close to the chest, so the logic goes, and it’s
harder to get played. It’s great reactive strategy.
And that’s the issue. We’d all like to be sure of ourselves and
the world around us. So out of fear, more than anything else,
we don’t act, because no one else has.
I, for one, am tired of behaving that way. I’m writing to challenge myself (and you) to say what I feel. Yes, the sting of rejection is painful, and if you discover that the other party doesn’t
share your feelings, it’s time to either accept a simple friendship or move on. But even if someone’s not into you, they’re
going to find it flattering that you’re into them. It only gets
creepy if you keep trying.
So, let’s rehearse. There’s a they. You like them, for any number of reasons. So you ask them out. If they say yes, cool. If not,
the same. Whatever ends up happening, you can still be friends
afterward — without that uncomfortable silence of inaction.
And remember, you could be the one with the courage to
reveal a piece of your true self. That, at least, is something to
be proud of.
conrad.scheid@umontana.edu
@c_rscheid
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Big ups to Fred Phelps for
dying on International Happiness Day. The irony alone made
us believe in God.

Big ups to Royce Engstrum
for learning to throw punches,
super hero style. Caption contest coming soon.

Big ups to the creators of
“Lost” for accurately predicting the Flight 370 situation.

Backhands to ASUM for
their budget meeti— zzzzzzzz
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
zzzzzzzzzzzzz

Backhands to the Denver
news station, KDVR, that accidentally broadcast a dick pic
while covering the Seattle helicopter crash. We had to give
dick pics a backhand because
we’re so tired of using our
palms.

Backhands to the 20 “people” who were filmed kissing
for the first time on camera.
This was a complete misrepresentation of our society, there
was not one couple sloppily
making out with Taco Bell lettuce hanging out of the corners
of their mouths.

got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
GOT NEWS? We’ve
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.
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Student injured by chain saw THE MONTANA KAIMIN
Foresters’ Ball builder released from hospital with 40 stitches
Amy R. Sisk
Peregrine Frissel
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
student injured in a chain saw
accident during Foresters’ Ball
construction Thursday morning
was released from St. Patrick
Hospital on Thursday afternoon.
The student received 40 stitches to seal the wound in his lower
leg caused by a chain saw that hit
him around 8 a.m. in the Adams
Center West Auxiliary Gym, said
Peggy Kuhr, vice president for
integrated communications.
A different worker was notching a wooden slab intended for the
wall of a building when the tip of
the saw kicked back and hit the
shin of a student who was standing nearby, said Leslie Neu, publicity officer for Foresters’ Ball.
The students’ identities have
not been released, but Kuhr said

both are male forestry majors.
When a saw kicks back, its
chain brake normally hits the
user’s arm and causes the chain
to stop moving. But in this instance, Neu said the worker was
cutting the slab from the side
and the chain brake did not activate when the saw kicked.
Two other students who are
EMTs were at the scene and stayed
with the injured student until an
ambulance arrived, she said.
The injured student was not
wearing chaps at the time. Neu
said he was not required to do so
because he was not operating the
saw.
Following the incident, the
Foresters’ Ball safety officer
called a meeting to require that
all students working within
the length of a chain saw wear
chaps. The chaps’ Kevlar threads
can jam a moving saw, Neu said.
When the injured student

was released from the hospital,
he stopped by the construction
site to let his co-workers know
he was doing all right.
“We really dodged a heck of a
bullet on this one,” Neu said. “It
could have been a lot worse.”
Neu said the injured student
and his family were grateful for
the quick response.
“He is so bummed that he
can’t go to the ball now because
he will be going home for the
weekend and recuperating,”
Neu said.
Neu said it’s been 20 years since
the last serious injury during Foresters’ Ball construction. Student
workers receive safety training
throughout the year, and the people involved in the accident were
wearing proper protective equipment, she said.
amy.sisk@umontana.edu
@amyrsisk
peregrine.frissell@umontana.edu
@PeregrineFriss
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New review process tested after alleged sexual assault
Peregrine Frissell
Montana Kaimin
The man accused of sexually
assaulting a female student in
Jesse Hall in February is no longer a student at the University
of Montana.
Timothy Schwartz pleaded
not guilty last week to one count
of sexual intercourse without
consent. He will be tried in
June but no longer attends the
University, said Rhondie Voorhees, dean of students at UM.
Voorhees said she could not
comment on why Schwartz is
no longer a student.
Lucy France, UM general legal counsel, said information
about any student’s review process is off-limits to the public
because of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act,

or FERPA, which applies to all
schools that receive funds from
the U.S. Department of Education. FERPA is a federal law intended to bolster students’ privacy rights.
“The University process is
totally separate from the criminal process,” France said.
FERPA also makes it difficult
for the public to see how effective the new review process is
in the wake of recent federal
investigations into the way UM
handled cases of sexual assault.
For example, FERPA prohibits
UM from releasing any records
related to Schwartz.
Sandy Schoonover, director
of the Residence Life Office, said
her office has always reported
serious student misconduct to
the dean of students and residence assistants have always

been required to report misconduct. Now, however, there is
increased communication with
the Title IX coordinator.
“We do not do any of the
investigation or sanctioning in
terms of what happens in those
reports,” Schoonover said.
Both Eric Gutierrez, who is
the Title IX coordinator, and the
dean of students receive the report, and they are responsible
for deciding what will happen
next, Schoonover said.
Schwartz had previously violated the UM Student Conduct
Code and was no longer allowed in the residence halls at
the time of the alleged assault.
The following morning, he was
arrested for trespassing.
Schoonover said there are
minimal procedures in place
to keep people out of the res-

idence halls when they have
been banned. Their photos are
distributed to staff, and anyone
who encounters the individual
is encouraged to call the Office
of Public Safety. However, there
are no procedures in place to
keep the person from simply
walking in, Schoonover said.
Schwartz is moving through
the legal process after his not
guilty plea. He is scheduled for
an omnibus hearing April 24
at the Missoula County Courthouse.
The case is set for a juried trial June 13. Schwartz has waived
his right to be present for jury
selection.
Missoula County Public
Defender Christopher Daly is
representing Schwartz and was
unavailable for comment.
peregrine.frissell@umontana.edu
@PeregrineFriss

Kaimin
Files
The Kaimin Files digs up stories that shaped the University of
Montana in decades past.
Compiled by Jordan Purinton

1954
Kenette Kension, a graduate
of the University of Montana,
became the first woman from
UM to become a “National
Rated Official.” This rating allowed Kenison to officiate at
basketball games.
Several UM atheletes were
charged with income tax evasion. Ed Garuver, a member
of the Treasury Department,
said the athletes owed the government close to $100,000. The
findings said the athletes spent
money on “cigarettes, wild,
wild women and gasoline for
their new-model automobiles.”

FEATURE PHOTO

1974
The Kaimin printed the first
issue by a newly hired editor-in
-chief on March 28. The editorial cited critical leadership
failure by its previous editor.
The editorial stated “the performance of the Kaimin over the
last year is also an object lesson
for the student body as to what
happens when a poor editor is
at the helm.”
An ad was placed in the personal section that simply said,
“Want to get it done? Leroy’s
here.”

Meghan Nolt/Montana Kaimin
University of Montana student Ben Rutherford carries his 75-pound aluminum canoe down Mount Sentinel on Thursday evening. Rutherford says he is
trying to get in shape for the summer.

EAVESDROPPERS:

www.MONTANAKAIMIN.com

TWEET ALL THE
FUNNY THINGS
YOU HEAR & SEE
#aroundtheoval

1994
The University of Montana
announced plans for Davidson Honors College, Pantzer
Hall, Business Building, and a
parking lot. The Kaimin editorial was critical of the parking
situation, urging students to
go to the offered public forums
before everything was “set in
asphalt.”

he two face off, their bodies decked in layers of thick clothing and body armor
— rattan swords poised and ready. They shift their weight to their legs and
pause, but only for a moment.
Then, it begins.
The first man raises his sword to his shoulders like a baseball bat and swings. It
rebounds off the other’s leather shield and echoes across the courtyard. The loud
clap of wood against leather drowns out the clash of metal in the background.
Less than 10 feet away, another battle begins. Two knights with metal swords
square off without shields. The two competitors lunge and retreat, like a choreographed dance, until one slices the other atop his neck brace, effectively “killing
him” and winning the duel.
In her own gear, University of Montana freshman Rebecca Romero watches
from the sidelines. In this arena she is known as Rebecca Bayt alfarish al’aswad
Bint Zaid, an Arabic woman from the 11th century. Soon, she’ll get to fight.
For her, the rush of combat is what the Society of Creative Anachronism is all
about.
“It’s competitive, and I’ve always been a competitive, sporty kind of person,”
Romero says. “It’s just nice to be a part of a society that’s not involved with what’s
going on in reality.”
The SCA is a medieval recreation group, a movement born at Mills College in
California during the counterculture of the mid ‘60s, says Dave Brink, county extension agent at Montana State University and a long-term member of the SCA.

“[They were] protesting a modern age in an extreme way,” he says.
On May 1, 1966, the “West Kingdom” was created.
In the first ever heavy fighting tournament, two judges sat in red-covered
thrones while 12 men used a combination of medieval weaponry to fight. Their
ladies sat on the sidelines.
Sir Aeginius was crowned the champion, and his consort Marynel of Darkhaven
became queen for the day. They celebrated with a procession down a university
street, singing and dancing and feasting on roasted chicken.
Over the next 40 years, 18 kingdoms across the Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa
and Australia would join the West.
Montana’s “Kingdom of Artemisia” became recognized in 1997.
The society celebrates the era between 600 to 1600 A.D. Members participate
in jousting tournaments, arts competitions, kingdom wars and large feasts. They
choose a specific era, culture and name for their medieval character. They dress the
part. They read the history. They become their personas.
Within Artemisia, one of the geographically larger kingdoms, are smaller principalities. Missoula’s small Sentinels’ Keep principality is home to around 100
card-carrying members from all across western Montana.
“It’s easier with less people,” Romero said, “because it’s easier for you to stand
out and get better at your skills.”
Despite the ability to get more individualized attention, a small principality can
have its pitfalls. The SCA offers all non-dangerous medieval activities, but Sentinels’ Keep has a smaller focus. The most common activities are archery, medieval
combat and a handful of arts and sciences.

(Above) This hand-stitched and embroidered dress was one of the entries in the arts and sciences competition at
the Society of Creative Anachronism spring festival.
(Left) Rebecca Romero, a freshman at University of Montana, has been a member of the Society of Creative Anachronism since birth.

n March 8, Sentinels’
Keep held its annual
Spring Festival: an event
to celebrate the group.
In a domed gym just past the
Missoula International Airport,
more than 50 members wander
about: a woman in a long purple dress, a dagger belted to her
waist; a man in a long, brown
cloak grasping a tall, wooden
staff; and, a baby dressed in all
white.
A young woman assembles
the crowd.
“My lords and ladies, please
gather about,” she announces.
“We’re about to start Court.”
The Sentinels’ Keep Baron,
the king of the principality,
makes his way to the wooden
throne. Baron Hrothgar dons
a bright turquoise tunic and

rests a silver gleaming crown
atop his head. At well over six
feet, Hrothgar dwarfs all those
walking beside him and those
watching from the audience.
As the murmurs in the
crowd die down, Hrothgar
smiles, his tough face softening. The local lords and ladies
call him Fluffy.
“Everybody’s got to have
fun today,” he says, his deep
voice rumbling off the walls.
Behind him, four white tables line the right corner of the
gym. On them, a variety of art
sits, with pages of documentation explaining their historical context and the process by
which they were made.
An older woman in a long
grey dress and white bonnet
places judging sheets beneath

each entry. Annys of Pengwyrm from York, England, is in
charge of the arts and sciences
competition.
“It’s all for fun, when you
get down to it,” Annys of Pengwyrm says.
Medieval arts and sciences
span from metal work to brewing to embroidery. The artisans
do their best to create accurate
pieces from their time, using
historically legitimate means.
“Some people go as far to
make the tools to make their
crafts,” Baron Hrothgar says.
Not everything can be created exactly as it once was. The
society makes exceptions if
the materials or processes are
toxic, illegal or hard to come
by. Additionally, some smaller
medieval technologies have

Romero battles high school sophomore Kelly Toney at practice on Sunday afternoon in the University Center
Ballroom.

been lost over time, Hrothgar
said, like the exact way to piece
together a metal shoulder pad.
Baron Antoine de Bueil, a
pewter caster, wasn’t able to
create his metal work in the traditional medieval way, due to
its dangerous, tedious nature.
Instead, he uses an electric
heater to melt down the metals
and eventually shape them.
Along Antoine de Bueil’s
metal work, other artisans
proudly spread out their own
creations. A homemade fishing apparatus sits beside
14th century soap. A green,
hand-stitched and hand-embroidered dress hangs from a
headless mannequin, next to a
painted chest.
The art displayed represents
fewer than 10 of the 31 possible
types of entries allowed in the
SCA.
Later, the judges would deliberate based on creativity and
authenticity, complexity, workmanship and aesthetic qualities, and announce the winner:
Champion of the Arts and Sciences. Last year, Sir Uggedei
Mighan Nidun was crowned
Champion from his variety of
leather goods. With the win
comes a medallion and scroll.
“That’s it,” Annys of Pengwyrm says, “and a lot of bravos
and cheers.”
At this year’s event, Uggedei,
who is Ricky Gloria in reality,
proudly shows off his Champion medallion, a small silver
metal engraved with a candle
beneath an arch. But becoming
Champion and getting wholly
invested in the society wasn’t
always the plan.
“The original reason I got
into the SCA is that I could
hit somebody, and I could get
drunk,” Gloria says. “But then,
things changed.”
Through his 25 years in the
society, the SCA slowly infiltrated his day to day life. Once
a seamstress, Gloria met his
wife, Alice, within the society.
They have two teenage children, who are both proud SCA
members.
Amid the judging, younger
children decked out in medieval gear roam the gym, and
the playground behind it. Little
boys play king of the mountain
on melting snow piles. Two
young girls create fantastical
adventures with plastic medieval toys. One child chops
snow balls with his flimsy
foam sword.
“I always like saying, it’s a
hobby that becomes a lifestyle,”
Gloria says.

aving a family in the
SCA isn’t unusual; in
fact it’s rather 		
common.
Romero’s
parents joined the society together, and both her and her
sister were born into it.
As a young child, Romero’s
parents dragged her to a variety of events while they worked
their way up the ranks. They
eventually became Prince Zaid
al-Fallah al-Hajji and Princess
Louise DuChatte Bleu of Romero’s original principality, Cynagua, in the West Kingdom.
“I remember it being lots of
fun, because it was like camping but not camping at the same
time,” Romero says.
Living in medieval times
was magical for Romero. She
was able to fight with foam
swords, do crafts at Page
school, and spend time running around with other little
kids. At age 12, she began to get
into rapier fighting, a medieval
version of modern-day fencing.
But as she got older, the magic started to lose its luster. The
societal judgment became more
and more apparent. In high
school it became too much, and
Romero rebelled. She stopped
attending events and rejected
any medieval persona.
“I was like I don’t want to
be a part of this group, it’s so
dorky, like I’m never going to
do this when I get to college,”
Romero says. “Then I got here
and the SCA people were just
really nice to me. They took
me in, gave me places to crash
when I needed housing. I went
to Thanksgiving with them.
That’s what brought me back.”
Gloria has faced this stigma
as well, mostly in the form
of ignorant, harsh questions.
Eventually, it stopped having
an impact.
“Everybody is a geek in
something, it doesn’t matter
what it is,” Gloria says. “It’s no
more stupid — us dressing up
this way and doing this — than
watching the fans at a football
game dress up with watermelons and crap on their heads, naked in below-zero weather.”
Romero says this stigma can
be born out of a lack of understanding. People often confuse
the SCA with Renaissance
Fairs, and Live Action Role
Playing (LARPing). All involve
dressing in Renaissance garb
and participating in medievalera activities.
“Most people think it’s a
dorky Renaissance thing,”
Romero says. “But it’s not. I
think Renaissance fairs are
more inaccurate, and they’re
more about drinking and partying. We’re actually recreating
medieval times.”

According to Gloria, Renaissance fairs are more for general
public amusement than the
SCA.
“In Renaissance fairs people
come in and pay to be entertained,” Gloria says. “We don’t
entertain people. We come in
and do it for our own personal
selves. We’re not actors, we’re
not performing for anybody.”
Members of the SCA are also
committed to getting things
right, both Gloria and Romero
say. They dedicate their time to
researching and understanding
the traditions, the names, the
pet-peeves — truly the overall
culture of the time period.
Brink, known as Sir Kian
within the society, learned Old
Icelandic to further his studies
on his own medieval persona.
he SCA doesn’t host fairs.
They have a complicated
hierarchical society, with
a number of events run only
for members. In the summer
months there are a plethora of
overnight affairs. These include
massive tournaments, and
“wars” of 1,000 to 2,000 people
on each side.
“We try to create the medieval days, but with all the mod-

ern conveniences: bathrooms,
we usually have shower trucks
hauled in,” Gloria says. “We
don’t want a bunch of people
bathing in a cold creek, it’s just
not right.”
Twice a year, each kingdom
holds a “Crown Tournament.”
There, knights from around
the kingdom compete in heavy
fighting tournaments to determine who becomes the next
king. The Kingdom of Artemisia, the home of Sentinels’ Keep,
holds their tournaments in various locations across the kingdom in both the spring and fall.
This year’s tournament is April
5 in Bozeman.
Heavy fighting consists of
wearing dense, metal armor,
and using rattan sticks for
swords. Competitors attack
one another with “swords” and
defend themselves with large
kite-shaped shields. Whichever
knight delivers a “killing blow”
first, wins.
“There are moves we can’t
do because they’re deadly,”
Gloria says. “Because they were
trying to kill people back then.
We don’t want to do that.”
Determining a winner is
based on the honor system. If
one competitor admits to feel-

ing a blow they consider deadly, their opponent wins.
“You fight for the honor of
your lady, is what it’s based on,”
Baron Hrothgar says.
Conversely, a lady can fight
for the honor of her lord. Participants must have a consort — a

The members within this community are polled for their
top choice, but ultimately the
decision is in the hands of the
queen. She can consider the
poll or ignore it altogether.
According to the SCA’s rules,
the queen either competes for

husband or wife — to become
their king or queen.
After winning the Crown
Tournament, the knight officially becomes the crowned
prince or princess before taking
office.
However, kingship isn’t the
only royalty within the society. Barons and baronesses
rule the smaller principalities.

her role in the heavy fighting
tournament, or earns the role
when her husband wins.
For those not interested in
the higher level politics, there
are three royal peerages. The
title of Loral is for excellency in
arts and sciences, the Pelican is
for great service, and a Dawn or
Knight is for outstanding rapier
or heavy fighting.

Two pairs of lords battle each other at the Society for Creative Anachronism Spring Festival on Saturday, March 8.

In rapier fighting, the equivalent of knighthood is becoming a Dawn, also known as a
“white scarf” for the fabric tied
around their arm.
“I got knighted by the king
in a big ceremony and everything,” Gloria says. “They did
the sword oath and everything.
I’m bound to the crown.”
Those who are new to the
society automatically receive
the title of Lord or Lady.
“Everyone is minor nobility,” Brink says. “Because to go
to events like this in the medieval days, you had to own
land.”
The time as a Lord or Lady
can be difficult, Baron Hrothgar says, because getting acclimated to the ways of the society is difficult. It takes time to
learn the jargon, and the common cultural practices. However, he said, they don’t expect
people to be able to know it all
right away.
“Your first time you’re going to show up in a bed sheet
with a large cross painted on
it,” Hrothgar says.

See SOCIETY, next page
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BOOK REVIEW

College students: Don’t read this
Bjorn Bergeson
Montana Kaimin
Have you ever thought
about traveling to obscure,
poverty-ridden places to lord
your special Americanism
over the natives? Do you want
to be the first person to have
sex with all the virgin women in a place that doesn’t see
American douchebags too
often? Have you based all of
your opinions about other
places on the movies you’ve
seen? If you answered yes to
any of these questions, then
boy oh boy, do I have the book
for you.
For me, the adventure started when I was going through
my email the other day. As an
arts and culture reporter, I get
a lot of crappy PR emails. One
email looked so over-the-top
mundane I felt compelled to
read it. What can I say, I’m a
masochist. It read “request for
a book review in your student
paper” from Richard Arthur,
the writer whose debut novel
is called “I of the Sun.”
The email said the book
should be of interest to young
people in college because it

talks about sex, drugs and
South Asia. It also has young
people in it because the author
wrote it about himself when
he was young. So I went ahead
and downloaded an eBook
version of this total P.O.S. and,
wow, am I glad.
First off, after 17 pages filled
with repetitive declarations of
a desire to flee middle-class
America and be “free to be
myself,” blah blah blah ... We
at last arrive in Maylasia with
our guide, Richard Arthur as
played by Richard Arthur.
I have read better “How I
Spent My Summer Vacation”
essays written by nearly illiterate freshmen in WRIT 101.
And at least those generally
end after a page. Arthur has a
banal style that never manages to draw a reader in, or give
them a reason to keep reading.
“I of the Sun” is a moment
for moment depiction of his
time in South Asia, and yet
there are no plot developments. The basic premise is
a white guy being white in
not-America. He gets drunk.
He has sex. He goes somewhere else and gets drunk and
has sex. He gets mad in Laos

because he can’t find an ATM.
He gets mad when the women
don’t sleep with him. Or when
they sleep with him too much.
He gets frightened a lot by all
of the men, winds up doing
shady business with a couple
of gangsters, finds meditation, keeps getting drunk and
then leaves. All while Arthur
throws out bland lines on philosophy and science stuff. Or
as he describes it:
“Others came to study diverse subjects such as meditation, massage, cooking and
Muay Thai. Others, like me,
just came to hang around and
fuck about for a bit.”
And so he fucks about, for
page after page of grueling sex
and drugs with some vague
travel. Arthur’s prose is so bad
you barely ever get a better
sense of where he’s at other
than “an idyllic beach” some
place. An island here, a small
village there, a city wherever. The relationships between
people are just as poorly written. Most of the women are
referred to as beautiful, and
usually slutty, and they wind
up making Arthur’s narrator
feel trapped with them. At

which point, he just has to “get
out of there.” Because freedom
bro.
“I went to the end of Ton
Sai Beach again and found
Crystal and her friend sitting
outside their expensive beach
bungalow. She didn’t really
speak much, the momentum
in reverse now. I didn’t know
why. Suddenly, bang! A huge,
green coconut slammed onto
the stone tiles just a metre
from my head. It would have
knocked me out or killed me if
it hit my head. Was this a sign
from God? Stingray attack
yesterday and now falling coconuts! The woman was a Siren, singing sweet nothings in
my ear and luring me onto the
rocks! Time to cut my losses.”
In the final pages things almost get interesting for a second when Arthur meets Gyorgy and begins to learn some
of the concepts of meditation.
Gyorgy is a Don Juan-esque mentor who guides him
through concepts of Buddhism like he’s teaching a
child with special needs how
to color. But the minute Gyorgy leaves, it’s right back into to
the boozy desperation Arthur

SOCIETY
From previous page
t the Spring Festival, a
young mom stands on
the side of the gym,
watching the heavy
fighters battle. She has no tunic, dress or bonnet. In jeans
and a small jacket, she talks
with lords and ladies to decide if the SCA is right for her
and her son.
The group of men continue
to fight.
They swing their rattan
sticks at one another, dodging the blows with swift body
movements or their shields.
One man falls to his knees as
his competitor “cuts off his
legs.”
In his own armor, Brink
watches. As a professor, he rejoices in the little time he has
to spend as a medieval knight
and baron. For 27 years he’s
been in the SCA, and has always had to struggle between
balancing both of his lives.
In college, he would skip
assignments or even classes
to become Sir Kian. Now, he
doesn’t have the ability to participate as much as he’d like.

SCA member Walker Waterhouse (right) practices technique with 20-year-member Gene Mealey at practice on
Sunday.

But the knight is still a significant part of his day-to-day
life.
“Even my parents call me
Kian,” he says.
For others too, balancing
the time between their SCA
personas and their real ones

can be difficult, Romero says,
as their medieval lives start
to sneak into their mundane
ones, and they begin to take
the SCA society too seriously.
“There are people who forget this is a game,” Romero
says.

At the rapier tournament,
she stands across from her opponent, the rays of the afternoon sun at her back.
“With honor and with chivalry, lay on,” the Dawn, Albion says.
Romero brings her sword

has been throwing at the reader since page one.
The worst, though, is when
he tries to sound intelligent.
This author writes as if he’s
never read a philosophy book
before, so every single deep
thought he has is written like
it’s a revelation that should
blow your mind. So deep bro.
Except that it’s not. Arthur
continues to debate whether
life is the product of random
chance or destiny to figure out
if he has free will. None of his
philosophical
navel-gazing
goes anywhere or ties into the
story, and seems to only exist
as a way for Arthur to feel like
a real writer.
I would like to say there
is some redemption, but no.
The book just ends, as flat and
uninteresting as it was when
it started. I can only hope for
Arthur’s sake that he’s a better
bartender than a writer.
“I of the Sun” is available
in various formats online, for
a nominal fee. But toilet paper
and fire kindling already exist
and make this book obsolete,
so don’t bother.
bjorn.bergeson@umontana.edu
@Ursadabear

up, pauses, then lunges. The
two scuffle, attacking and
countering, while a small
crowd patiently watches. Under a minute, the blunted tip
of Romero’s silver blade stabs
the center of her competitor’s
face mask with a swift kill
shot.
It’s over.
The Dawn, dressed in a
purple velvet vest, a white
scarf firmly tied to his left bicep, announces the win.
Romero pulls off her helmet and shakes out her shoulder-length hair. The six other
fighters get themselves ready
for their own battles, while
Romero steps aside to catch
her breath. As Rebecca Bayt
alfarish al’aswad Bint Zaid,
she’s a warrior.
“I think it’s a fun thing
to do,” Romero said. “To get
away from reality and the real
world.”
The Dawn calls her name,
and she grabs her sword once
again.
The real world can wait —
it’s time to fight.
taylor.wyllie@umontana.edu
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Missoula Time Bank: where time is literally money
Megan Petersen
Montana Kaimin
Money is never enough, but
we have all the time in the world.
If only there was some way to
trade time for goods and services — outside of getting a job,
of course.
Good news! Missoula has
a time bank. What the hell is
a time bank? Well, it’s exactly
what it sounds like — a service
exchange based on time, not
money.
“Our currency is time,” said
Susan Stubblefield, who serves
on the Missoula Time Bank
steering committee.
“People will ask for help from
other time bank members when
they wouldn’t ask for help otherwise because it would feel like
asking too much for not getting
any compensation,” she said.
The Missoula Time Bank
was established last June after
months of planning. The idea is
simple — trade what you can do
for what you want or need. So
you can weed and get weaving
lessons, help someone move and
learn how to make a mosaic, or
fix computer problems and get a
hypnotherapy session. The services are often simple favors people are shy about asking friends
or family to do, Stubblefield said.
Time bank members get
credit for every hour they give
to someone and debit for every
hour they take from someone
else. Members keep track of their
hours in a running total on the
Missoula Time Bank website,

where they can also offer or request services.
The time bank is a communal
idea, though, and is not meant to
be used between only two individuals, Stubblefield said.
“It’s not a barter system. It’s
not me-to-you, you-to-me. Instead, it’s me-to-you and you to

‘People will ask
for help from
other time bank
members when
they wouldn’t ask
for help otherwise
because it would
feel like asking too
much for not
getting any
compensation.’

Susan Stubblefield

Missoula Time Bank
steering committee member

someone else in the bank. Bartering would be taxable by the
IRS.”
One of the larger ideas behind
time banking is building a stronger, closer and more sustainable
community, time bank member
and fall 2014 University of Montana law student Anna Wallace

said.
“It’s a really great tool for
building a resilient community and economy that would be
really apt to helping us face issues that might come up in the
future,” she said, citing environmental issues like oil and gas depletion.
Wallace started using the
time bank in November 2013
after a skiing accident required
surgery. She used her time bank
hours to get reiki sessions, a Japanese form of healing therapy
focused on relaxation and stress
reduction.
“I wouldn’t have been able
to do it (reiki therapy) nearly as much without the time
bank,” Wallace said. “I definitely
wouldn’t have had as much benefit from it.”
James Fix, a reiki and cranial
sacral therapist with Your Energy Fix, said the benefit is mutual.
“It gives folks who might not
have the opportunity to come
see me more often,” Fix said.
“On top of that, I can use the services that others have to offer ...
I don’t think I would have ever
had my astrology read without
the time bank.”
When it comes to who or
how you choose to spend and
give your time, it’s a personal
decision. The time bank doesn’t
screen any of the members or the
services they offer, Stubblefield
said.
“It’s up to individual members to talk with the people
they’re doing their exchanges
with. They need to do their own
research,” she said.
But there are plenty of members to pick from. As of February, Missoula Time Bank had 67
members.
The steering committee recently signed a lease for office
space with the Jeannette Rankin
Peace Center, and Stubblefield
said they plan to have the office
open in April. Several local busi-

Kelsey Wardwell/Montana Kaimin
Cranio sacral therapist James Fix demonstrates reiki massage on a client
Thursday afternoon. Fix is involved in Missoula’s time bank, where members provide services for other members in exchange for a different service
rather than money.

nesses have affiliated themselves
with the time bank including I.E.
Recycling, the Jeannette Rankin
Peace Center, Transition Missoula, and the Community Food
and Agriculture Co-op.
Stubblefield said the time
bank is looking to hire a fulltime coordinator to run daily
operations.
“The time banks that generally do well pay a coordinator
because it involves an awful lot
of time and effort to run them,”
she said.
A new member fee of $25 will

go toward funding the coordinator position, as well as training,
marketing and office lease costs.
New members can also donate
three hours of time instead of
the $25 fee. It’s a small price to
pay for what Stubblefield calls a
perfect fit for Missoula.
“We have a lot of retired people, we have a lot of students, we
have a lot of unemployed and
underemployed people. This is
a community where people care
about each other and they want
to help each other.”
megan.petersen@umontana.edu
@mlp208
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Grizzly lacrosse hosts
inaugural Copper Cup
Andy Bixler
Montana Kaimin
The Montana men’s lacrosse
team goes into this weekend with
a single goal in mind: keeping the
Cup.
Montana will host Montana
State and the University of Great
Falls in the inaugural “Copper
Cup” this weekend at Washington-Grizzly Stadium. All three
games are free to the public.
The Cup is the joint invention
of Montana head coach Tucker
Sargent and MSU coach Mike
Robitaille, who created the event
to showcase lacrosse in Montana
and attempt to get more kids involved in the sport.
“We’re focused on doing what
we need to do to win, we want
that Copper Cup to be born in
Missoula and stay in Missoula,”
Sargent said.
Mountain Copper Creations
in East Missoula designed and
made the Cup itself, a 2-foot tall
trophy with an outline of Montana at the base. It’s worth $2,012,
which MCC donated.
Whichever team has the best
record at the end of the weekend
earns the right to keep the Cup
until next year.
“We’ve been trying to get a cool
way for Montana teams to get together, because one of our goals
is to grow the game in the state,”
Sargent said. “So we thought this
would be a good way to generate
some excitement, and show how
the sport is taking off.”
Junior defender Andrew Wenzl said he thinks the Cup will
get those in the community who

haven’t been around lacrosse involved in a new sport.
“Once people see lacrosse, they
get hooked,” he said. “It’s like,
‘Whoa, this is pretty cool.’”
Montana is 2-2 in the Pacific
Northwest Collegiate Lacrosse
League and will play Montana
State, which is 4-2 in the Rocky
Mountain Lacrosse Conference of
Division II, on Friday at 6 p.m.
Two weeks ago, Montana won
7-6 in overtime against the Bobcats in Bozeman after losing 18-16
to Utah State.
The Bobcats will then play
Great Falls (0-2 NAIA Frontier
League) on Saturday, and Montana will take on the Argos on
Sunday.
Sargent says he’s happy with
the way his team has performed
this year.
“Our offense has been playing better than in previous years.
We’ve had more open lanes and
better passing, which has led
to more opportunities to score
points,” he said.
Much of the offense has come
from an unexpected player —
freshman Erik Larson.
Larson wasn’t heavily recruited out of high school, but has
been an important part of the
Griz offense. The attackman had
11 points (five goals and six assists) in the loss to Utah State, and
scored the winning goal against
the Bobcats.
If the Griz want to win, Wenzl said they will need to stay aggressive on offense.
“Attacking the cage is going to
be super important for us,” Wenzl
See LAX, page 12

Hunter D’Antuono/Montana Kaimin
Taylor Bisett (10) and Bryce Cartier face off during practice at Dornblaser Field on Thursday afternoon.
UM lacrosse faces Montana State and University of Great Falls in Washington-Grizzly Stadium this
weekend.
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UM softball to hold open tryouts for students
Seaborn Larson
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
women’s softball team still
needs two things before the
start of its inaugural season
next spring: a field and a team.
To remedy the player shortage, the Lady Griz coaching
staff will hold tryouts open to
the student body in late April.
The athletic department plans
to have a field ready by next
March when the team opens the
conference season.
Montana has already signed
six recruits who will come to
Missoula as freshmen this fall.
However, none of the recruits
are natives of the Treasure State.
Hosting open tryouts could

add the first Montana native to
the team.
“It is my hope, obviously, that we will be able to find
some players that we can add
to our roster,” head coach Jamie
Pinkerton said. “I’m going in
with an open mind.”
Pinkerton said he still hasn’t
solidified an exact date or location for tryouts.
Ten to 15 students have come
in to get the proper NCAA paperwork required to try out,
and about 30 students have
contacted him about the team,
Pinkerton added.
“That number is higher than
the norm,” Pinkerton said.
“Usually you have five to 10 try
out a year.”
During Pinkerton’s nine

years of head coaching experience at the University of Tulsa
and University of Arkansas,
he said he’s found a few gems,
even starters, but has left empty-handed other years.
Without players to evaluate
the chemistry with try out competitors, it’s difficult to evaluate
players’ strengths as what the
team needs, Pinkerton said.
The former SEC Division I
coach said he’s looking for pitchers, midfielders and center fielders next month, but players with
multiple skills have the best shot
at making the team.
Pinkerton and assistant
coach Melanie Meuchel will
continue recruiting through
spring and into the summer,
watching players in Montana,

Idaho, Washington and Wyoming.
As for the field, UM athletic
director Kent Haslam said the
department has the $1 million
necessary to build a field.
The Griz will still have to
worry about snow and cold
weather conditions.
North Dakota head coach
Eric Oakley, who came to the
Big Sky Conference three years
ago after he coached Eastern
Michigan University, has battled bad weather before.
“The first challenge is sometimes the facility, and just getting outside on the field,” Oakley said.
UND’s home field, the Apollo
Sports Complex, is an outdoor
field.

LAX
From page 11

Write a letter.
Please email letters
of 300 words or
fewer to opinion@
montanakaimin.com,
or drop them off in
Don Anderson Hall
208. Please include
a phone number.
Letters are printed
on Thursdays.

andrew.bixler@umontana.edu
@ambixler3

RIGHT: Griz lacrosse players
scramble for control of a loose ball
during practice at Dornblaser Field
Thursday afternoon. UM lacrosse
faces Montana State and Great
Falls at Washington-Grizzly
Stadium this weekend.

ENTERTAINMENT
Weekend cabins 30 minutes
from Missoula $45-65/night at
Rock Creek Cabins 251-6611.
HELP WANTED
A Travel & Investment
Co. is looking for outgoing
models to portray collegian
& entrepreneurial interns.
For Info. Call 945-2027.
Headed into government or
politics? Congress is a mess!
Want to help clean it up? Visit

montanakaimin

Office Staff

seaborn.larson@umontana.edu
@seabornlarson

PISSED?
PLEASED?
PETRIFIED?

said. “Last time we got kind of
lazy, and it let them come back
and almost win, so we can’t let
that happen again.”
Sargent said winning the Cup
will be foremost on the Grizzlies’
minds, but growing the game in
the state is important too.
“It’s going to be something
kids who follow and know lacrosse in Montana strive to,” he
said. “We want to win the Cup
that we created, we want to have
it first.”

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

Oakley said winter months
take a toll on a team’s ability to
practice on the field.
Another challenge a firstyear team faces is playing most
of its initial season away from
home, Oakley said.
UM is looking at road tournaments to start its season next
February.
The addition of the Grizzlies
will bump the number of BSC
teams to eight.
“I know the other Big Sky
teams are excited to get another
opponent,” Oakley said. “And
considering Jamie’s experience,
you have success right away
from recruiting the right people.”

kiosk
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RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.40 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.50 per 5-word line/day

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

www.samrankin.com and
volunteer to help. Or call Sam @
406-855-3013 for more details.
Compensation available.
Park & Recreation Seasonal
Positions: Aquatics, Recreation.
Descriptions, deadlines at
www.ci.missoula.mt.us/jobs
or Current Aquatics Center,
600 Cregg, McCormick Park.
Lifeguarding classes start 4/7 &
4/8 www.missoulaparks.org.
Missoula Super 8 is accepting

applications for Front Desk Clerk
and/or Night Auditor. Apply
in person at 4703 N Reserve
Street or 3901 S Brooks Street.
INTERNSHIP
Summer & Fall Writing
Internships. Are you interested
in elk, wildlife conservation,
hunting and outdoor adventure?
Want to write for a magazine
with 200,000+ circulation, a TV
show seen in 31 million homes
and a website receiving 170,000

hits per month? Bugle magazine
at RMEF is your ticket. We offer
unpaid internships that give
you the chance to boost both
your skills and résumé while
writing for print, broadcast
and the internet. Email cover
letter, résumé, and three writing
samples to jobs@rmef.org.
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted
best of Missoula 2013. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

Computer Central 542-6540.
M&M Driving School private
driving lessons 317-3272.
Cheap Charley's Mini Storage,
Griz Discount: Option 1) Full
month free with 3 months up
front. Option 2) 5% Griz Discount
off regular price with Free sign
up fee! Student discount for
truck rental. (406) 721-7277.
SONG OF THE DAY
Coming of Age - Foster The
People
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